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What did you learn in this training course? 

- Japanese Telecommunications Technology Advancement, Political and Social Commitment to develop 

their country, Knowledge Share,… 

- Design & Development of Rural Telecommunications Network Infrastructures 

- Mobile Systems, Radio Access NW, Sensor NW,  

- E- Social service of Japanse, like e-learning, e-transport etc…  

What is the good point(s) of this training course? 

- Knowledge and Experience sharing in New Technological advancement of the great country of Japane 

- project management matrix that shows objectives, activities, inputs, and other components as well as their interrelationships 

- Accurate and efficient project management training 

- JICA’s project cycle and evaluation systems 

- Planning based on recipients needs 

- Things mobile phones have realized issues 

- How to Access Cellular Network in Rural Area? 

What is your impression to ITU-AJ? 

The ITU-AJ are so volunteers to help developing countries as much as they can, like in knowledge 

sharing and new technology expansion activates  

-Its members’ companies are cooperatives in any activities of the trainees.      

-Their employees are politest (Good Manners)… (It is so amazing for me) 

Are there any Japanese organizations you would like to contact? 

- Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 

- Government and Private Companies those work in e-leaning areas 

- Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications  

May ITU-AJ transfer the e-mail from the organization which has interested in you or your organization to you?  

- Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 

- Government and Private Companies those work in e-leaning areas 

- Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications 

 

NB: My Additional Comment and suggestions for ITU-AJ is, ITU-AJ need to 

appreciate and gives real & current market information to its members’ to invest 

outside Japan, like in Ethiopia in huge market sharing areas and also my other 

suggestions for ITU-AJ is it need to work with the same associations of other 

developing countries like, work together in knowledge sharing activities and 

invites on workshops that focus on general ITU issues, ICT capacity building 

and telecommunication standardization (ITU-T).  


